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I am Roger Payne, Founder and President of Ocean Alliance a non-profit
research organization that has been working to conserve ocean life for the past
40 years.
The oceans are downhill from everything on land. That means that everything
that can be moved by wind or water eventually ends up in the sea where ocean
currents then spread it around the world. Some of the most insidious things that
reach the sea are the chemicals humans synthesize and, through use, release
into the environment.
Such compounds have unmemorable names such as Polychlorinated biphenyls,
Polybrominated diphenyl ethers, dioxins, furans, pthalates, Bisphenol-a.
Collectively, these chemicals threaten our future. Other contaminants have more
familiar names like chromium, mercury and lead.
18 years ago I wanted to know how extensive oceanic contamination had
become. I decided that my institute could establish a global baseline for many
pollutants by measuring their worldwide concentrations in sperm whales. I chose
sperm whales because they occur worldwide and live about as high on food
pyramids as humans do. Seeing how badly sperm whales are poisoned tells you
how badly you are likely to be poisoned.
To this end, we conducted the Voyage of the Odyssey, a 5-year circumnavigation
of the globe during which we collected 955 samples from sperm whales, giving
us the first worldwide sample-set from a single species. It made our trip the first
to measure how badly polluted all oceans are with synthetic chemicals and toxic
metals.
We discovered that our samples contain some of the highest levels of pollutants
ever found in any free-ranging animal—the very highest readings were from
whales we sampled in some of the remotest regions we visited. In short, the
oceans are polluted to a far worse degree than anyone had imagined.
For the moment, consider just one of the many pollutants we studied - chromium.
(The film Erin Brockovich was about chromium poisoning). It is a known human
carcinogen with the ability to break and destroy DNA.
With our partner, Dr. John Wise, at the University of Southern Maine, we found
levels of chromium in sperm whale skin tissue that are on a par with chromium
levels found in the lungs of industrial workers who died of chromium-induced lung
cancer. These workers had decades of exposure to chromium because they

worked in factories using and making chromium compounds. Our results show
that whales are experiencing similar, even higher, levels of exposure.
We also worked with sperm whale cells grown in the laboratory to see how these
cells are affected by chromium. We found that chromium damages whale DNA
just as it does human DNA, suggesting that chromium poses problems to whales
as they grow and develop.
The most polluted whale lived in waters around Kiribati (in the central Pacific)
about as far as it is possible to get from industrialization and big agriculture. This
whale contained a concentration of chromium 183 times higher than is needed to
break chromosomes.
In short, we have a major pollution problem—we are poisoning our entire ocean
ecosystem. We cannot afford any longer to look at the ocean as a giant sink
capable of diluting to “safe levels” whatever we put into it. We are slowly and
surely poisoning and chemically sterilizing the marine world.
Seafood is the principal source of animal protein for over a billion people. If we
keep polluting, humanity will eventually lose access to this key food source. The
prospect of over a billion people losing their principle source of meat - because it
has become too contaminated with pollutants for safe consumption - will be one
of the most serious public health crises humanity has ever faced.
In spite of the obvious seriousness of this problem, it is not on any government’s
radar. Before Ocean Alliance circled the globe sampling sperm whales, no one
had measured how polluted ocean life had become.
However, if we address this problem vigorously it is not too late. We offer the
following Policy Recommendations:
1) We need global legislation to stop industries from discarding harmful
substances into the sea or the air (which simply carries them to the sea).
2) We need to thoroughly test chemicals for safety. According to a major report
released last Thursday by the President’s Cancer Panel, (a top policy voice on
cancer) [Quote] “Only a few hundred of the more than 80,000 chemicals in use in
the United States have been tested for safety, many known or suspected
carcinogens are completely unregulated.” [End quote]
3) When we have evidence that chemicals damage wildlife we need to apply the
precautionary principle and get them out of circulation—for the sake both of
wildlife and the humans most at risk—children and fetuses.
3) We need to allocate funds specifically aimed at studying and reducing ocean
pollution.

There are next to no federal funds available even to measure ocean pollutant
levels. The usual Federal Agencies don’t fund such studies, and most EPA funds
are expended internally on its own projects… very important, but so are the
projects folks like us would do if we could find funding for them. What’s needed is
a specific set-aside—specific allocations.
It is crucial to stop the flow of toxic contaminants into the seas—it’s easier to stop
than global warming, but no less important.
Thank you for this opportunity to address you; I would be glad to try to answer
your questions.
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